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Subject. CURRENT IDWP PROJECT ISSUES FOR DISCIUSSION: WITh DAVIS

Per your request to ay I have reviewed my notes and identified
eight problem areaes for discussion with Davis.
They follows

1. Access to technl :al information and people by thn Site Rep. is
currently a problem DOE has indicated that they want to limit
access to a selecte I few individuals in DOE and their
contractors. They lon't want the Rep. to have any contact with
RHO subcontractors. (this appears to bu as problem at other sites
also. Their reason Lng ia that he will take too much time of the
people he talks to, and hence interfer with the contractors
The other reason, which I believe is the
meeting schedule*.
prime reason 1 Is th at they are concerned that by asking questions
and identifying St6 Ff viewpoints and concerns to the respective
ulefor the technical activities that I am
management responsi
managing the projuc t. Of particular concern wer the sessions
which were formally set up at the geochemistry workshop to review
procedural control of testing at RHO and their subcontractors.
Various changes In procedural control of activities as well as
other QfAmatters were invoked by Rockwell as a result of the
and Staff viewpoints that I noted that related
questions I asked
to the questions) a nd DOE'S own CA audit which fcllcwed shortly
after the session. Rockwell management does not conclude that my
questioning is defa ;tc managing. They welcome the questions and
The issue is at the DOE leVel.
identification of BLaff concerns.
Also tied up with t his issue is the applicability of IOCFR2I to
r refer
contractor design a ctfvities Including their R&D work.
you to my weekly me mo for the mecond week in February for
discussion of this issue. Rockwell is currently reviewing the
applicability of Pa rt 21 to their activities and their
subcontractor activ ities. I would note that applicability of
Part 19 is also a question in miy mind.
2. Implementation c f sats1factory CIA procedures at SWIP is a
The
current problem as it appears to be at other projects.
introduction of Sto me and Webster in the bedded salt project in
Texas would appear to be a stop in the correct direction since
they have had exten sive experience in licensing reactors and
should input genera Ily applicable procedural control in the
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geotechnical arena.
3. The definition.s
travel" and the "dl
to be resolved bet
assess the adequac
groundwater travel

3f the "fastest path of likely radionuclide
iturbed zone" are key definitions which need
*een the Staff and EWIP to allow SWIP to
e of their hydrologic test plans to determine
time and confidence in this parameter.

4. The apparant coiiflict of Interest issue with Golder Associates
and others working :or DOE and NRC at the same time needs to be
resolved.
5. The question of resources--gAs, otil p coal, and warter in
parti cul ar--needs t43 be addressed by BWIP.
6. Related to 03 i1i EPA action to define the assessible
environment by ref ei 'ring to potable water supplies and the
effects of potenti 91 irrigation on the fastest travel time
discusned in *3.
T ione are both questions or issues the
resolution of which could determine the adequacy of the site,
assuming no change In the 1000 year travel time requirement is
granted.
7.
I believe 1WIP qiill announce a major change in the ccnceptual
design they plan to pursue in the near future. This will
indicate substanti &I changes In our TA and RES contracts ane
warranted to ref 1ec L the changes they are making,
The question of thermal-mechanical testing in-situ needs to
be resolved. It I i somewhat tied to the definition of the
disturbed zone disc essed in 63 above. Also an obvious question
Is whether or not Lhe disturbed zone will effectively connect
the engineered part Lon of the repository with the asseusible
environment or high conductivity zones leading to the assussible
environment.
AssumLng the engineered system will not meet future
EPA standards by it self, the thermal-mechanical testinG and Its
effect on the hydro logic parameters around the engineered system
is a key Issue to r Poolvw during site characterization.
S.

F. Robert Cook
Br. On-Site Licensing Representative
cc.. REBrowning,

illers JTGreevess 3Ounting, MRKnapp
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WIIP Project

Licensing Representative, BWIP

CURRENT BWCP PROJECT ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION WITH, DAVIS.

Per your request tOcay I have revi.wed my note% and identified
They follow.
eight problem areas1 for discussion with Davis.

I

I. Access to techni :aI information and people by the Site Rep. is
currently a problem DOE has indicated that they want to limit
access to a selecte d few individuals in DOE and their
contractors. They lon't want the Rep. to have any contact with
RHO subcontractors. (this appears to bu as problem at other sites
also. Their reason Lng is that he will take too much time a- the
people he talks to, and hence Interfer with the contractorsa
meeting schedule%. The other reason, which r believe in the
prime reason, Is th at they are concerned that by asking quiestions
and identifying St& Pf viewpoints and concerns to the respective
management responsI ble for the technical activities that I am
managing the projec .t.Of particular concern were tho scsiops
which werv formally set up at the geochwmistry workshop t: review
procedural control of testing at RHO and their subcontractors.
Various changes in procedural control of activities as well as
other GA matters we re invoked by Rockwell as a result of the
questions I &%ked and Staff viewpoints that I noted that related
to the questions) a nd DOE'S own OA audit which followed shortly
after the session. Rockwell management does not conclude that my
questioning is def a mto managing, They welcome the quest1ons and
The issue is at the DOE level.
identification of 9 taff concerns.
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Also tied up with tids issue is the applicability of 1OCFR21, to
I refer
contractor design activities Including their Rt<D work.
you to my weekly me"o for the second week in February for
discussion of this sU0e. Rockwell is currently reviewing the
applicability of Pa t 21 to their activities and their
r would note that applicability of
subcontractor activities.
Part 19 is also a question in my mind.
2. Implementation o!f satinfactory OA procedures at BWIP is a
current problem as it appears to be at other projects. T'ne
introduction of Stone and Webster in the bedded salt project in
Texas would appear to be a step in ths correct direction since
they have had extensive experience In licensing reactors ai'nd
should input generally applicable procedural control in the
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geotechnical arena.
3. The definitions af the "fastest path of likely radionuclide
travel" and the "dil sturbed zone" are key definitions which need
to be resolved bet oeen the Staff and EWIP to allow VWIP to
asses% the adequac1 y of their hydrologic test plans to determine
groundwater travel time and confidence in this parameter.
The apparant coI nflict of interest issue with Qolder Associates
and others working For DOE and NRC at the same time needs to be
resolved.
4.

coal,
5.
The question of resources--gas, oil,
particular--newd ti D be addressed by 5WIP.

and wartor in

Related to 03 i i EPA action to define the assessible
environment by ref" rrinq to potable water supplies and the
effects of potent, RI irrigation on the fastest travel time
discussed in #3. T QCes are both questions or issues thG
resolution of which could determine the adequacy of the site,
assuming no change Ln the 1000 year travel time requirement is
granted.
6.

7. I believe BWIP mill announco a major change in the conceptual;
This will
design they plan to pursue in the near future.
indicate substanti ml changes in our TA and RES contracts are
warranted to ref lec t the changes they are making.
S. The question of thermal-mechanical testing in-situ needs to
be resolved.
It i somewhat tied to the definition of the
disturbed zone disc ased in *3 above. Also an obvious qu&;stion
he disturbed zone will effectively connect
is whether or not
the engineered port on of the repository with the saswssible
environment or high conductivity zones leading to the assissible
environment. Assum ng the engineered system will not meet future
EPA standards by it| elf, the thermal-methanical testino and its
effect on the hydro ogic parameters around the engineered system
is a key issue to r solve during site characterization.
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F. Robert Cook
Sr., On-Site Licensing Representative
cc. REBrowningp HJM illerp JTGreevesp JO~untingp MRKnapp

